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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Nature of the problem. This study, tfThe Effects of

Mathematics on Achievements in Physics," was based upon the
..
. criterion of teachers' marks. The records of the pupils

who had studied physics for the years 1933-1936 were taken

for this work. The physics, mathematics, and English marks

were copied for the purpose of finding the relations exist-

ing between them. Some of the factors considered were:

1. Does mathematics really affect the kind of marks

made in physics?

2. If so, what should be the mathematical require-

ments of prospective high school physics pupils?

3. What are the effects of intelligence upon

achievement in physics?

4. What is the correlation between English averages

and physics marks?

5. Should girls be afraid to attempt the study of

high school physics?

expressed by marks or grades, as they are commonly called.

The work might be.criticised on the point that teachers'



marks are unrealiable~\and that standardized achievement

tests would be a much better way of measuring the success

attained by the pupils. The present study is not concerned

with the question of whether teachers' marks really are

measures of the amount learned in school. Marks go on

~ records. They are really the things that count; therefore,.
in this sense, marks Qre the real measure of achievement in

school work.

History of~ school physics. l A brief history of

high school physics is necessary to get a good understand-

ing of how mathematics has affected the work in physics in

the past.

Modern high school physics takes its origin from

certain courses called natural philosophy which, as early

as 1729, began to appear in the academies of England.

Natural philosophy was one of the subjects studied in the

academies in this country from the first. These courses

were descriptive and non-mathematical even where the use

~.. for rna thematical di scussion was clearly needed.

In 1872, by recognizing physics as a subject suitable

for college entrance credit, the colleges hastened the

lEmmett H. Brown, "Mathematics in Physics," Sixth
Year Book National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
pp. 736:-64. --



disappearance of natural philosophy from secondary school
I

curricula. Much emphasis was placed upon the mathematical

side of the work. The inevitable followed. Enrolment in

physics dropped frOTIl about 23 per cent of all high school

pupils in 1895 to 14 per cent in 1915 and to 9 per cent in

~ 1922. Some of this drop must have been due to the removal,

of the subject from required lists and to increased

diversification of the high school offering.

The reaction which followed, as often happens, went

too far. It was advocated that physics should be stripped

of its mathematics and made a subject almost entirely

descriptive. Thus Michelson, one of America's foremost

1Michelson, cited by EmmettH. Brown, Ope cit.,
p. 763.

3
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.
used as a taskmaster to make the subject difficult was of

great disciplinary value; the other which it occupies today

is in research physics.

similar studies. There have been many studies

relating to mathematics and physics, among the most impor-

Unt read by the writer were those by J. W. Adams, W. R.

carter, and A. A. Bless. The nature and results of these

studies will now be discussed.

The first study on the correlation of mathematics

and physics was made by J. W. Adams3 in 1902. This work

was made at a time when educators were beginning to become

interested in correlating subjects. Adams' thesis or essay,

as he called it, was a discussion of the opinions of various

authorities on the relation of mathematics to physical

science. Some of his conclusions were:

1. That teachers of either sUbject should be trained

in both.

2. That cross relationships between physics and

mathematics be established to save both time and exertion

on the part of the pupil.

3JOhn William Adams, "Correlation Between Mathematics
and Physics in American High Schools," Masters Thesis,
Teachers college columbia university, 1902.
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3. That the subject of mathematics be enriched and

made more real by being carried to its practical physical

applications further than is co~~only done.

4. That mathematics should draw many of its problems

from physical phenomena and experiments of the laboratory.

5. That mathematics should be interpreted through

physics, but physics should not be interpreted through

mathematics in the high school. Save that for the college.

6. Mathematics should be used very little in the

class in physics except for the solution of problems which

are introduced in connection with the laboratory work to

generalize and establish laws from given data.

7. That high school physics should be taught

qualitatively instead of quantitatively.

After a study of these conclusions it can be readily

seen that Mr. Adams' idea of correlation was to interweave

the two sUbjects so that, by the time physics was undertaken

a good part of the problems would have already been solved

in the mathematics classes. He makes no attempt to measure

the correlation that existed between the two sUbjects at

that particular time.

The next study to be discussed was made by ~V. R.

carter. 4 Mr. Carter's study, as a whole, does not add much

4william Ray carter, "Mathematical Abilities in
Physics," The Mathematics Teacher, XXV (october-December,
1932},3l3-~, 338-419, 441-469.



to the present work. He, by use of tests, measures the

ability of physics pupils to recognize certain mathematical

concepts. His conclusions were too mathematical in nature

to be given here. Mr. Carter discusses the work of

Crawford, Gribble, arid Kilzer.
5

Vera M. Crawford analyzed four high school physics

texts and determined the frequency of occurrence of mathe-

mati cal terms and expressions in them for the purpose of

finding what mathemati cal requirements should be established

for the studW of physics. A more extensive study similar to
6

this was made by 1. R. Kilzer. Some of his conclusions were:

1. The mathematics needed in solving the problems of

high school physics involves a considerable body of informa-

tion usually taught in arithmetic, algebra, and plane

geometry. Not much trigonometry is needed.

2. Most of the mathematics needed to solve high

SCh60l physics problems is not very difficult.

S. C. Gribble
7

found some interesting correlations:

5Vera M. Crawford, "The Mathematics Needed as a
Prerequi si te for the Study of High School Physics, IT The
Mathematics Teacher, XXV (October, 1932), p. 318. ---

61 • R. Kilzer, "The Mathematics Needed in High schooi
Physics," School Science and Mathematics, XXIX, pp. 360-2.

7s . C. Gribble, "An Investigation of Some Factors
Influencing Suooess in the study of Physics," The Mathematics
Teaoher, XXV (October, 1932), pp. 316-7.
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·1. The correlation between general intelligence and,
success in physics is low but positive.

2. The correlation between reading ability and

success in physics is low but positive.

3. The correlation between certain mathematical

~ abilities and success in physics is higher than either of

the foregoing correlations.

The last study to be mentioned here was that made by

A. A. Bless. S Although his work was in connection with

elementary physics in college, it bears the nearest relation

of all to the present study. Bless gave an arithmetic and

algebra test to his beginning physics students in the

university of Florida. Later he compared the results of

the mathematics test with the marks made in physics. The

correlation was found to be very high. The high correlation

found in connection with the study made by Bless was due to

the method used. He found the correlation between averages.

Bless caused similar studies to be made in several of the

Colleges of the South and East. From all of these studies

the following findings were obtained:

1. The averages made in physics seem to be directly

proportional to the grade which represents the mathematical

SA. A. Bless, "The Dependence of Physics on the
Mathematical preparation," science, LXXV (March, 1932),
p. 344.
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preparation.

2. only in the middle of the range, where the pre

paration is neither very good nor very bad, is it difficult

to predict the success of the student in physics from his

mathematical abilities.

A graphic representation of Bless's work is shown in

Figure 1. The numbers at the points along the graph indicate

the number of students making that ~articular grade in

mathematics. The Figure demonstrates clearly the two con

clusions mentioned above.

The findings in these previous studies were rather

indefinite. They were of a general nature. The last one

was the only one to get a high correlation between mathe

matics and physics and even so, the correlation is unduely

high for the reason previously given. probably the weakest

part of this experiment was the mathematics test. The test

was composed of arithmetic and algebra. It should have

contained some geometry to have geen more of a true measure

of the mathematical abilities of the better students. The

graph of Figure 1 shows that sixty of the students made

100 per cent on the test. No matter how well a test might

be constructed there would still be a question of its

validity. During the course of the year a pupil can recall

mathematical principies when faced with the need that were

impossible for him to recall while .writing on an examination.
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The present study attacks the problem not by measur

ing mathematics one way and physics another, but by getting

the results on the same basis, which is teachers' marks.

The collecting of the marks and the classification of them

will be explained in the next chapter.



CHAPTER II

THE DATA AND lffiTHODS OF PROCEDURE

Source of the data. The data were obtaine~ from the

records in Shortridge High school of Indianapolis, Indiana.
~

, Shortridge was chosen because of the following advantages:

(1) large size, (2) general curricula, (3) records of

intelligence, and (4) reliable marks. These advantages

can be found in most of the large high sChools. short-

ridge has an enrolment of about four thousand pupils of

whom over 125 stUdy physics each year. The school does not

require any special training in mathematics. Few of the

small high schools keep records of intelligence. shortridge

has kept an almost complete record since 1930. The I. Q.'s

were obtained from two tests, the Illinois Examination and

the Terman Group Test. Some of the pupils had been given

both tests with the results being nearly the same. And

lastly, the writer assumes that the marks given by a few

experienced teachers are more reliable than the marks given

by many teachers, especially if they come from different

schools, each having its o~m standards.

collecting the data. Figure 2 is a sample card of

data taken from the school records by the writer. A list

of the pupil.s who had studied physics was taken from a
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special form and then the complete record for each individual

was obtained from the regular files. The number in the upper

corner represents the intelligence score. The first row of

marks is for physics, the second, algebra; the third,

geometry and college algebra. The figures following the

marks are the dates when each mark was earned, thus enabling

one to determine the semesters of mathematics preceding each

semester of physics. The last mark on the card, which in

this case is a "B", represents the English average.

T-133

Dunnington, Edwin

B B 1-4 6-4

C B B 1-1 6-1 1-3

B C C Cb 1-2 6-2 6-3 6-4

B

FIGURE 2

DATA CARD

In order to get five hundred individual records, which

was the desired number set for this study, it was necessary

to go back four years. so the data represent the records of
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the physics pupils of Shortridge High School from 1933 to 1936.

Treatment of the data. The original purpose of this

. study was to make a group study of the physics pupils who had

had different ma~hematical preparations. It seemed desirable

to have about one hundred cases having had no algebra; one

hundred cases of those who had had one semester of mathematical

preparation; and the same number with three, four,and five

semesters of mathematical preparation. When the data were

gathered, however, it was found that most physics pupils were

also mathematics pupils. The data are shown in Tables XIII

and XIV of the Appendix, pages 52 and 58.

Two procedures were followed in the treatment of the

data. The first, was a group study in which the data were

divided into five groups. The criterion followed in this

classification was the five physics marks, A+, A, B, C, and

D. T~e "D" in this study indicates failure. The second

method of procedure was to select one hundred cases from the

five hundred and then to find the correlation coefficients

for the individual scores between physics and mathematics,

physics and intelligence, physics and English, and the partial

correlations. There 'were three groups of one hundred each

used in this last method. The first of these three groups

was obtained by arranging all the data cards in alphabetical

order and selecting every fifth card. This resulted in
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getting a group composed of twenty girls and eighty boys,

which was the right proportion since the number of girls in

the total study was just 20 per cent. The second group

studied in this method was all of the girls. The third and

last group was one of. boys chosen from the remaining 320

,~cases. These were chosen by selecting every third card from

the alphabetical list. When the various coefficients of

correlation were calculated, the five physics marks were

assigned the numbers 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively. Most

of the individual records showed variable amounts of mathe

matical preparation for each semester of physics studied.

Therefore, each physics mark was made the basis of division

rather than the average of the pupil's physics marks.

The mathematical preparation of each pupil was

determined by giving each mathematics mark A~, A, B, and C

the numbers 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively. The "D'sn were

not considered because they represented zero achievement.

The mathematical score was then the total of the points for

the semester marks. Credit was given to the ones that had

been earned prior to any particular physics mark. As an

example, refer to the data card of Figure 2, page 12. The

mathematical preparation on this card was worth nine points.

The mark in college algebra did not count, because it was

not studied before either of the semesters of physics.

The p'oint system was used instead of just counting
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the semesters of algebra and geometry, because a distinction
I

should be made among the achievements of different pupils.

An "A" student has undoubtedly learned more; conseCluently he

will be able to apply laws and formulas better than a "E"

or a "c" student. Some might disagree with this point on

'the basis that two A+'s in algebra should not be worth the

same as two B's in algebra plus. two B's in plane geometry.

There are two reasons why this is not an important criticism

of this plan. In the first place, more algebra than geometry

is applied in physics. But the second and more important,

only 1 per cent of the cases involved in this study had had

algebra and not geometry.

The English averages were obtained during the process

of collecting the data and were expressed in a single mark.

These marks were given the numbers 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 for the

letters A+, A, B, C, and D, respectively.

The I. Q. scores were used without change since they

were already expressed in numbers.

Correlation formulas. The correlations were deter

mined by three formulas, the product-moment formula devised

by Karl Pearson and 'two other forms of this formula. The

first equation for the Pearson formula is:

~xyr = _
vi 4X2gy2
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cases.

Renfrow, statis
(cincinnati:

1
chester Arthur Gregory and Omer W.

Method in Education and psychology.
GregorY company, 1929), p. 120.

2Ibid ., p. 128.

.
in which r is known as the coefficient of correlation; x and'

I'x' y' _' ex Cy
r = _..;:;.N:.- _

~6j

The third form of the Pearson formula is:

partial correlation is a method of rUling out, in

in which N represents the number of cases; ~ and ~ are the

standard deviations of the two arrays of figures; Cx and cy

the corrections for the guessed means. 2

part at least, those uncontrolled factors, which because of

X and yare the scores to be correlated, N the number of

tical
c. A.

their relation to the other factors under consideration,

tend to raise or lower theltnet tt correlation. partial

y the deviations of the individual measures from the means

of the respective series; x 2 and y2 are the s~uares of the

deviations of the individual measures from their respective

means. 1 Another form of the Pearson formula was used when

-the guessed means were given. The formula is:

, '
i

i -
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correlation thus involves three or more variables. The

variables are numbered 1, 2, 3, and so on, and are designated

by sUbscript figures. The formula follows:

The sUbscript 3 in the left member of the equation represents
3the factor that is being partialed out.

In order to determine the reliability of the coeffi-

cients of correlations the probable error was obtained from

the formula:

The coefficient is represented by r, and N is the

number of cases. 4

3Ibid ., p. 173.

4Ibid., p. 130.



CHJU>TER III

RESULTS FROM FIRST PROCEDURE

Distribution of physics marks. A five-step distribu

tion table for the 995 semester marks in physics was con-

structed as shown in Table I. These marks were obtained

from five hundred individual records. As was expected the

boys out numbered the girls, the ratio being 4 to 1. The

per cent of the girls receiving A+ marks was 19.6, while

18.6 per cent of the boys received this high mark. The

girls led in the per cent of A's and B's also. This forced

the boys to lead in the two low marks. All this may be

interpreted as meaning that the girls are under no handicap

as compared with the boys, as far as grades in physics are

concerned. carterl in his study of certain mathematical

abilities in high school physics, found that the girls made
2slightly higher marks than the boys. A. W. Hurd says that

sex differences are matters of continuing interest. In a

study of electric lighting systems, the boys were found to

be clearly superior in the preliminary test. They also

lWilliam Ray carter, ffMathematical Abilities in
Physics, ,t The Mathematics Teacher, XIV (November, 1932),
p. 416. -

2A. W. Hurd, ffsex Differences in Achievement in
Physics,ff Journal of Educational Psychology, XXV (January,
1934), p. 70.



showed superiority tn the final test~ The mean gain for the

girls was greater. The girls started on a lower level, but

made up part of the initial deficiency during the period of

instruction.

From what has been shown it can not be said that the

differences in the achievement of boys and girls in physics

are statistically significant. The number of cases for

the girls in Table I is too small, and the differences in

the per cents are too little to say that the girls are

definitely superior.

Table II shows how the physics marks were distributed

according to the semesters of the physics course. They were

about evenly divided for the first and second semesters.

There were twenty-six third semester marks which was 2.6

per cent of the total of 995. The advanced work was taken

by only the best pupils and as a result they either made

At's or A's. This probably accounts for the abnormal

distribution of marks as indicated in Table I, which shows

18.8 per cent of A+,s as against 6 per cent for a normal

distribution. The middle grade of B on the other hand is

represented by too small a per cent. For a normal distribu

tion the middle group should contain about 50 per cent

instead of 31.1 per cent found in this study. This condition

suggests that the teachers have graded too high, unless these

pupils were Qf superior caliber.

19
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TABLE I

A FIVE-STEP DISTRIBUTION OF SEMESTER MARKS IN
HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICS FOR THE 500 SUBJECTS

INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY

Marks 'Girls Boys All
No. per cent NO. per cent No. per cen.t

A~ 39 19.6 148 18.6 187 18.8

A 51 25.6 174 21.9 225 22.6

B 68 34.2 241 30.3 ~09 31.1

C 37 18.6 204 25.6 241 24.2

D 4 2.0 29 3.6 33 3.3

Totals 199 100.0 796 100.0 995 100.0

TABLE II

THE NUMBER AND PER CENT OF PHYSICS ~~$ FOR
EACH SEMESTER

Totals

semester

1

2

3

Number

503

466

26

995

Per cent

50.6

46.8

2.6

100.0
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The effects_ of intelligence~ The third semester

group, as has been pointed out, was partly to blame for the

unbalanced distribution. Another factor that may have had

an influence in the case, is the intelligence of the boys

and girls involved in the study. The histogram of Figure 3

shows that the 1. ~.'s form a well balanced curve. So if

~ the teachers had based their marks solely on intelligence,

their marks would have conformed closely to the normal curve.

The histogram clearly indicates that the innate capacities

ot: these physics pupils were above the average of the whole

population, because most of them were above 100. The mean

of the group was 118.8. w~ether the group is above the

average of all high school physics pupils can hardly be

answered in this work. That brings up the question at:

sampling. There are two types of sampling: (1) to choose

cases at random from everywhere and (2) to choose a typical

group that represents all kinds of people involved. This

stud~ represents the second type for reasons that have

already been given in Chapter II.

Table III shows the average I. ~.'s of the girls and

boys for each, semester mark in physics. Those who made A~

marks in physics had the high average of 129.7. The girls

made a slightly hig~er average than the boys except for the .

"D" group. This group represents such a small number, only

four for the girls and twenty-nine for the boys, that no

conclusions are ot: any significance. The average of 118.8,

as shown on .the histogram, is very close to the averages
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Scores

FIGURE 3
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TABLE III

THE AVERAGE INTELLIGENCE OF THE GIRLS AND BOYS FOR
EACH 1UffiK IN PHYSICS, AND THE COEFFICIENTS

OF CORRELATION BET'NEEN AVERAGE I. Q.. 'S
AND MARKS IN PHYSICS

Marks Girls Boys Both

A+ 133.6 129.3 129.7

A 123.8 123.3 123.4

B 118.2 118.0 118.0

C 118.0 112.0 112.9

D 104.0 110.9 110.1

r .957 .981 .992

23
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made for the B's or'the middle mark.

The coefficients of correlation between physics mm'ks

and intelligence averages are very high. Here it seems that

the boys conform more closely to their I. Q.'s than the

girls. This assUmption is erroneous. The correlation between

~he boys' scores was higher than that for the girls, because

there were many more boys involved than there were girls.

These coefficients are all so high that they may be mislead-

ing. They are between groups composed of averages of many

cases, hence, the results are much higher than that found

between individual case s. The results in the next chapter

prove this point. But nevertheless there is evidence that

intelligence does have much effect on achievement in physics.
3

A. W. Hurd conclud-ed from his study of "The Intelligence

Quotient as a Prognosis of Success in Physics" that there

are other factors which affect scores on tests in physics

than the I. Q. but that not many errors would be made in

predicting success in physics on the basis of the I. Q.

Satisfactory work is d one by 78 per cent of the pupils

having I. Q.'s of 108 or higher.

These conclus ions are similar to the one Burget

draws when he says "the intelligence quotient yielded. by

the Terman test is most valuable for predicting success in

3·
A. W~ Hurd, "The Intelligence Quotient 8.S a Prognosis

of Success in Physics,r1 School Review, XXXIV, 1926, p. 127#
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English, mathematics, general science, and average achie~e

ment. tt4 The relation between these conclusions is even

more significant when it is recalled that the present study

involves the Terman test and the Illinois Examination be-,

tween which is a high degree of correlation as will be

• sho~m in the discussion which is to follow.

While tabulating the I •.Q..' s, the writer noticed

several cases in which a pupil had scores from both intelli

gence tests, and as they seemed to have a rather close

relation, a correlation table was constructed to determine

the degree of correspondence. In Table IV the distribution

of scores in the Illinois Examination is represented

horizontally and the distribution of the scores in the

Terman test vertically. When one considers the scores on

the table it can readily be seen that a close correspon~

dence exists. The scores tend to cling closely to the

diagonal line running from the lower left-hand to the upper

right-hand corner. The scores rnade by the ~llinois Examin

ation were slightly higher. out of the total of eighty-

three s C.o res, sixty-one were higher and six were the same

as that made by the ,Terman test. These differences are

small, but they indicate that pupils can make higher scores

4Robert H. Burgert, "Intelligence in secondary
schools," Journal of Applied psychology, XIX, 1935, p. 613.
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TABLE IV

CORRELATION TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN
. TERMAN. SCORES AND ILLINOIS

, EXAMINATION SCORES

~.
Illinois Examination scale

5=l Q)

~ M (1l ~ ()) ~ ()) ~ ()) '<:tl ()) ~ ()) ~ ()) ~ ())

~
~ t-- en en ()) ()) 0 0 M M <:\1 <:\1 t') t') ~ ~
0 4 M M M M M M M M M M M

Q) en I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~
8 lQ 0 lQ 0 lQ 0 lQ 0 lQ 0 lQ 0 lQ 0 lQ ~

t-- en en (1l (1l 0 0 M M <:\1 C\l t<) t') ~ ~ 0
M M M M M M M M M M 8

130-134 1 2 2 2 7

125-129 1 2 1 1 5
-

120-124 2 3 2 2 1 10

115-119 3 1 5 2 2 2 2 17

110-114 1 2 4 3 1 2 13.

105-109 2 2 3 6 2 1 16

tl.OO-104 1 1 1 1 1 5_.- 1--

95- 99 3 1 1 5

90- 94 1 2 3

85- 89 1 1

80- 84 1 1

Total 1 1 1 ,1 10 6 8 18 10 8 10 4 3 2 83

r = .72 + .062



homogeneous group are always lower than the correlations in

matics, which will now be considered.

Summing up the discussion it can be said that the
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The coefficient of correlation
J

on the Illinois Examination.

-
pupils involved in this study are well above average. Their

the case of a group of more widely scattered abilities.n

select one, in which most of the scores are over 100. Again
6

~uoting from Freeman, "The correlations between tests of a

expect the correlation coefficient between tests of the same

nature to be .70 or higher. tt The result is even more

between the two tests was found to be .• 72 t .062. The result

shows a good correlation, because Freeman5 says "we usually

I. Q.'s conform closely to a normal distribution. Although

the intelligence scores were derived from two different

tests, these tests have a fairly high correlation. And

finally, physics marks and intelligence scores have a high

coefficient of correlation, but the result must be compared

only with the results with other correlations of averages.

The coefficient of correlation between physics and

intelligence may be partially due to the effects of mathe-

5Frank N. Freeman, Mental Tests (chicago: Houghton
Mifflin company, 1926), p. 319.

6Ibid., p. 320.

~significant when it is remembered that this group is a
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Mathematical" preparation. Table V indicates the

number of points earned in mathematics before the study of

physics was undertaken. These mathematics points do not

represent the number of semesters of mathematics studied.

See page 14 for additional information. The figures clearly

~show the boys to be better prepared in mathematics; that

is, they had studied more mathematics than the girls. This

observation appears to lessen the effect of mathematics on

achievement in physics, because it was pointed out in

discussing Table I, page 20, that the girls made a higher

per cent of good marks, and at the same time had a lower

mathematIcal preparation.

According to Table V an average of 14.5 points in

mathematics will enable a pupil to earn an A+ in physics

achievement. A score of 14.5 is equivalent to 3.625 A+'s

since an A+ was originally given a value of 4. In terms

of semesters it would be 3.625 provided A+ marks were made

in mathematics. Carrying this analysis still further 14.5

points is eqUivalent to 4.833 A's, 7.25 B's, 14.5 C's, and

an infinite number of D's or failures. In order to make

just a passing mark in physics a pupil should have earned

eight points in mathematics. If he can only make a passing

mark or C's in physics, he probably is also a C pupil in

mathematics. If that is the case, it means that eight

semesters of ,ma themat ics would be necessary. Eight semesters



TABLE V

THE AVERAGE POINTS EARNED BY THE BOYS AND GIRLS IN
l~THEMATICS FOR EACH I~RK IN PHYSICS, AND

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATIONS BETV~EN

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS

Marks Girls BOys Both

A... 13.56 14.9 14.5

A 12.09 13.2 12.9

B 10.12 10.13 10.13

C 7.14 8.17 8.01

D 3.75 5.59 5.34

r .987 .997 .996

29
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of mathematics prior to the study of physics is practically

impossible, especially for a pupil who is below average, so

a better minimum requirement should be two E's and four G's.

This does not mean that a pupil who makes two A's in algebra,

for example, can not earn A's in physics. Due to the

'factors of intelligence and interest anyone capable of making

A's in mathematics is very likely to make good marks in

physics.

Making a study of physics textbooks and manuals,

zerbe? found that twenty-five theorems and ten construction

problems are needed. In another textbook study Kilzer8

found that the mathematics in physics is mostly composed of

arithmetic, algebra, and plane geometry. Lemmer,9 in his

study, "Is High school Mathematics an Adequate preparation

for High school Physics," found that if well taught, the

ordinary course in algebra and geometry will be a sufficient

preparation for high school physics.

From the information that has been presented, it can

7H• M. zerbe, "Elements of plane Geometry in High
school Physics," school Science and Mathematics, XXX
(June, 1930), pp. 6~5-7. ---

Sr.. R. Kilzer, "The Mathematics Needed in High school
Physics," School science and Mathematics, XXIX, p. 362.

9J • G. Lemmer, "Is High school Mathematics an Adequate
Preparation for High school Physics," school science and
Mathematics,,)~:x, p. 44.
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be concluded that if average achievement is made in mathe7

matics, a year of algebra and plane geometry ought to be

sufficient preparation for doing good work in physics.

The coefficients of correlation betvleen physics marks

and mathematical preparation, as shown at the bottom of

~Table V, page 29 are almost perfect. These are not true

correlations because intelligence has not been excluded.

When this is done, the coefficient of correlation for the

girls drops from .987 to .863 and the boyst correlation

drops from .997 to .950, while the correlation for both

drops from .996 to .924. All of these coefficients are

listed in Table VI. The greatest difference, when intelli

gence is partialed out, is in the case of the girls. This

shows that intelligence has had more to do with their

success in physics than it has for the boys. This result

was to be expected since the girls were less prepared in

mathematics.

The most important figure in this table is .924"the

coefficient of correlation between mathematical preparation

and physics for the whole group. It must be kept in mind

that these high coefficients of correlation are due to the

fact that they are correlations of averages. Achievement

in physics has a high correlation with achievement in mathe

matics. Achievement in this sense is based upon teacherst

judgments. Teachers t jUdgments are influenced by more than
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TABLE VI

CORRELATIONS BETW~EN PHYSICS AND NlliTFillr~TICS,

AND EACB WITH INTELLIGENCE. ALSO THE
P~~TIAL CORRELATION OF PHYSICS

AND MATHEM.Li...TICS

r 12 =Correlation of physics and mathematics.

r23 =Correlation of mathematics and intelli-

gence.

r 13 =Correlation of physics and intelligence.

r 12 •3 - partial correlation of physics and mathe

matics, rUling out intelligence.

P. E. =Probable error for r 12 •3 ,



the factors of intelligence and knowledge of subject matter.,

The factor of intelligence was eliminated by the partial

correlation, and perhaps the other factors balanced each

other in their influence on both mathematics and physics

marks.

Another point of interest in Table VI is the corre

lation between mathematics and ~ntelligence. It is slightly

lower than between physics and intelligence. BY mathematics

in this study is meant mathematical preparation. The only

reason why it should have a high correlation with intelli

gence is perhaps that the better pupils made higher grades

and naturally took more work in mathematics.

Table VII represents the correlation of mathematics

and physics as shown by scores on grades obtained from the
10graph of Figure 1, page 9. Bless made a study of 1770

beginning physics students, as has already been explained

in the part on similar studies, page 7. The coefficient of

correlation was determined in order to make a direct com-

parison with this study.

The result was found to be .938 as compared with

.996 and .924 obtained in this study. The results are

significantly close considering the fact that they were

obtained by two independent studies. The results seem to

lOA. A. Bless, "The Dependence of Physics on the
Mathematical preparation," science, LXXV, p. 344.



TABLE VII

PHYSICS GRADES .AND THE CORRESPONDING MATHEMATICS
GRADES TAKEN FRmfi THE GRAPH

OF FIGURE 1*

Physics Mathematics Number "of Cases

78.5 100 60
,

77 90 160

71 80 180

70 70 210

70 60 215

67 50 270

65 40 60

63 25 75

r = .938 Total 1770

*From a study made by A. A. Bless of Florida university.

34
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·indicate that mathematical preparation can be measured

~ equally well by a mathematics test and teachers' marks, if

a large number of cases is used. Another indication is that

beginning physics students in college are much like high

school seniors 1n regard to mathematical knowledge and intelli-

~gence. The study by Bless is comparable to this study since

it is also the correlation between groups of averages. He

used eight groups while in this study five groups were used.

English. The part of English was added to this study

to make the work more complete and to see if a sUbject not

belonging to the science group would have just as close a

correlation to physics as mathematics. The results are shown

in Table VIII, along with the average I. Q. for each mark in

physics and the corresponding English averages. The "A"'''

physics pupils averaged 4.17 in English, which is equivalent

to a.little over an A. The "A" physics group made below A

average in English, the T1B'S" made above a B average in

English. Also, in the "C" and "D" groups the English average

was higher.

The coefficients of correlation are shown at the

bottom of Table VIIi. The correlation of English and physics,

not counting out intelligence, was almost perfect. After

partialing out the factor of intelligence the correlation was

found to be .940. This result is still very high. It is

practically the same as that received for mathematical



TABLE VIII

A C01~ARISON OF PHYSICS, INTELLIGENCE, AND ENGLISH

Physics (1) Intelligence (2) English (3)

A.,. 129.7 4.17

A 123.4 3.70

B 118.0 3.26

C 112.9 2.75

D 110.1 2.36

r13= .999 r23= .995 r 13 • 2= .940

36
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preparation and physics. The results merely show that the

correlations of averages, when many cases are used, are not

very significant. If enough cases were used a perfect

correlation mig~t be found. The correlations between any

two sUbjects would probably be exceedingly high.

The purpose of the next chapter will be to interpret

the data by finding the correlation between the individual

scores.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS FROM SECOND PROCEDURE

Correlation groups. Various correlations were made
(

of individual scores tor three groups of pupils. The groups

do not coincide with any of the five groups involved in the

distribution study of the preceding chapter. These three

groups were pupil records made up as follows: (1) one hun

dred boys and girls, (2) one hundred girls, and (3) one

hundred boys. The data for the groups are given in Tables

XV, XVI, and XVII of the Appendix.

Group one was obtained by arranging all of the data

cards in alphabetical order and choosing every fifth card.

The group thus selected happened to be typicc!.l of the whole

as far as the division of the sexes is concerned. There is

the .ratio of the number of boys to the number of girls was

4 to 1 the same as given in the distribution table, page

20.

The second group which was made up entirely of girls

included all the records for the girls including the twenty

of group one.

The third group was composed of the records of one

hundred boys selected from the remaining 320 records. The

selection was made in a manner similar to that used in

getting the first group. Thus the coefficients of correlation
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listed in Table X were derived from the individual record~

of 280 different pupils.

Table IX gives the average points for the three

groups. In most cases there is very little difference.

The group of girls average about two points higher in

'intelligence than the boys. The averages imply that both

girls and boys receive about the same marks in physics.

correlation of physics and intelligence. The coeffi

cients of correlation in the column headed by the symbol

r 13 of Table X are the results of correlating physics and

intelligence. The results are not unusual but conform

closely to that usually found when correlating intelligence

and school sUbjects. one point of interest is that for

girls the coefficient of correlation is .507 which is alDlost

.08 more than that for the boys. There is a slight

indiaation that the achievement of girls in physics conforms

more closely to their I. Q.ts than the aChievement of boys

does.

correlation of physics and mathematics. The results

of correlating phystcs and mathematics are given in two

columns of Table X. The first to be considered is the

column headed by the symbol r 12 • For the group of one

hundred boys and girls the coefficient of correlation is

.593 and for the group of one hundred boys the coefficient
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THE AVERAGE POTITTS FOR PHYSICS, I\1.t\.THJ!~MATICS,

L~D INTELLIG~NCE FOR THE THREE GR01~S

OF BOYS AND GIRLS

119

122.1

120.7

120.6

Intelligence

10.50

10.50

11.32

10.82

MathematicsGroups studied Physics

Mean 3.32

100 BOys and girls 3.23

100 Girls 3.34

100 Boys 3.38



TABLE X

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSICS MARKS,
MATHEMATICS MARKS, AND INTELLIGENCE

SCORES 'FOR THREE GROUPS OF
BOYS AND GIRLS

Groups studied r12 .r13 r23 r12.3

100 Boys and girls .593 .465 .350 .519!.042

100 Girls .:357 .507 .278 .260:!:.063

100 Boys .583 .429 .290 .530!.048

Mean .511 .450 .306 .436

The key to the symbols follows:

r 12 - Coefficient of correlation of physics-
vs mathematics.

r 13 - Coefficient of correlation of physics-
vs intelligence.

r 23 - Coefficient of correlation of mathe--
matics vs intelligence.

r 12 •3 - Coefricient of correlation of physics

vs mathematics, intelligence partialed

out.

41
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of correlation is .583 while for the group of one hundred

girls the coefficient is only .357. since the first group

was composed of 80 per cent boys it can be said that the

results are consistent in showing just under .60 correlation

between physics and mathematical preparation in the case of

boys. Mathematics correlates higher with physics marks than

does intelligence in the case of boys, while the reverse is

true for girls. This conclusion is derived from comparing

the results in the r 12 andr13 columns. When the effects of

intelligence are removed the results are lowered a few

points but the same conclusion prevails. Noting the mean

results in Table X for the correlation of physics and intelli-

gence and the partial correlation of physics and mathematical

preparation, it seems that the correlations of mathematics

and physics and intelligence and physics are of about eQual

importance.

The probable reason for the low coefficients of

correlation between mathematical preparation and intelligence

is the same as encountered in chapter III. That is the scores

made in mathematical preparation are partly dependent upon

the number of courses of mathematics studied by any pupil

as well as the marks received. The number of courses studied

by any pupil would not necessarily depend upon his or her

intelligence. As a result all three groups made relatively

low correlations between mathematics and intelligence.
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correlation of physics and English. The correlation
~~---- ,

of physics and English was determined for only the first

group. The results are shown in Table XI. The coefficient

of correlation between physics and English is .700 and when

the effect of intelligence is removed it is .605. comparing

~this result with that for the correlation of physics and

mathematics (.519) it would appear that English is possibly

a better preparation for the study of physics than mathe

matics. There is no doubt that being able to read and

interpret is of fundamental importance in the study of almost

any sUbject. But perhaps the relatively high correlation

found in the case of English and physics is partly accounted

for by the method employed in getting the English scores

used in this study. The English scores were found by

averaging all the English marks made by each pupil. so the

result is to some degree really the correlation of averages.
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.605!.042.526.465

= Coefficient of correlation of physics

vs English.

- Coefficient of correlation of physics-
vs intelligence.

': coefficient of correlation of English

vs intelligence.

r14 .3 ': Coeffic~ent of correlation of physics

vs English, intelligence partialed out.

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN PHYSICS MARKS,
ENGLISH MARKS, AND INTELLIGENCE

The key to the symbols follows:

Group studied r14

100 Boys and girls .700

i~



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY _tiliD CONCLUSIONS

summary. This stUdy, "The Effects of Mathematics on

Achievement in Physics," was based upon the criterion of

teachers' marks. The problem was attacked by the statistical

method in two ways. The first way was by dividing the data

on the basis of the physics marks. Thus the data was divided

into five groups. The coefficients of correlation derived

from the averages of these five groups were naturally very

high and unreliable.

The second method was the more important treatment of

the data as far as correlations were concerned. The

correlation of the individual scores for three groups was

found. The three groups of records were made up as fdilows:

one hundred boys and girls, one hundred girls, and one

hundred boys. A comparison of the coefficients of correla

tion obtained by the two methods of procedure is given in

Table XII. The results of the two methods in general show

the same trends.

The coefficients of correlation for English vs physics

are not to be compared with those found for physics, mathe

matics, and intelligence, because the relation of English to

physics was treated in a minor way.
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TABLE XII

C01PARISON OF COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED BY ~VO MSTHODS

Girls Boys Both
I

luorr. 01- Dorr. or corr. or Corr. or Corr. or ",orr. or
averages ~ndividual averages individual averages °ndividual

~cores scores ~cores

Intelligence vs mathematics .946 .278 97.4 .290 .982 .350

Intelligence vs physics .957 .507 .981 .429 .992 .450.
°

Mathematics vs physics .987 .357 .997 .583 .996 .511

Mathematics vs physics
by partial correlation .863! .012 .260!.043 .950!.001 .530!.048 .924!.003 .436!.032
method

English vs physics .995 .70

English vs physics by
partial correlation .940!.007 • 605! .042
method !Po

())
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C'onclusions. -: The major conclusions answering the

questions asked in the statement of the problem are as

follows:

1. Achievement in high school physics is not greatly

affected by mathymatical preparation as indicated by this

study. There is a higher correlation between mathematics

and physics ~or boys than for girls. This correlation is

shown in Table XII.

2. A definite mathematical requirement could not be

determined by this study. Others have found that algebra and

plane geometry should precede the study of secondary school

physics.

3. Intelligence is another factor in achievement in

high school physics. The effects of intelligence are more

pronounced in the case of the girls.

4. The correlation between English averages and

physics marks is fairly high as determined by this study.

5. Girls make good marks in high school physics even

though they have had less mathematical preparation than boys.

Limitations. This stQdy was based on about one

thousand physics marks, the corresponding mathematics marks

and English marks, and intelligence scores. The effect of

intelligence was ruled out by the method of partial correlation.

The factors of interest and other personality traits may have

been considered by the teachers in giving marks. The

personality records of the pupils of Shortridge High School

are filed in the office.
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This study does not show the exceptional cases. Five

pupils having an I. ~. over 120 failed in physics. These

are shown in Table XIII, page 52. Also in Table XIII the

boys of superior mental abilities made the highest number of

points in mathematics. These high points were possible by

taking more semesters of mathematics and by making higher

marks in the work. ~Vhat is the correlation of intelligence

and the number of semesters of mathematics taken? This

question was not answered in this study. Therefore, the

effect of intelligence on mathematics was not eliminated.

Thus intelligence indirectly affects the results even with

the use of partial correlation.

Suggested topics for further study.

Should teachers of secondary school physics be requir

ed to have a major in mathematics?

Mathematics courses could be made more real by making

more applications to science at the proper time.

The correlation of English marks with history or other

high school subjects.

The effect of personality traits on high school marks.

The correlation of intelligence to the number of

courses of high school mathematics elected.
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TABLE XIII

A CO:MPLETE -TABLE OF THE DATA FOR THE BOYS

01
CI:l

A+ A B I C D

32 143 ,

31 ., ,,-Co

30 144

29

28 128 128

27 162

26 144 126

25 119 117

24 138 131 131
1162 145 125

23 143 129 147 125

22 113

21 125 125 133 129 117

,-" "'" "PWfP ill PI
'H' ,"' """,,~,,'" 't' .. !,,,o,,,pi*f6;4c~,.,,~:;;.'.;-.· .;:.~,._,,-_~.:- ';"'P_"-''>',,'--'' . .,.,,,-" "~",,",-.--.
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TABLE Xlrr (continued)

A COMPLETE TABLE OF THE DATA FOR THE BOYS

A+ A B C D

157 149 125 125 118 133
20 149 129 125 118

115 'I

19 162 139 117 145 122 122
145 123 123 113 101
145 140 138 120 135 122 117 147

18 145 138 133 120 135 122 109
144 138 133 115 128 120
142 114 142 124 117 107 136 124 107

17 132 133 124 115 107 126 115 105
132 132 121 115 97 126 105
157 138 120 121 97 133 III 104

16 147 133 115 109 121 107
139 120 101 113
163 117 132 126 124 114 135 124 107 119
145 115 128 126 121 III 128 124 107

15 121 III 127 125 115 126 121 107
120 127 125 114 124 120 101
120 127 124 114 124 118
147 142 135 114 145 136 109 131 114 118
147 140 122 113 145 122 104 118 114 107

14 145 139 115 III 140 118 118 102 107
145 136 115 III 139 118 118
142 136 115 136 115 116 Vl

.(jJ
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TABLE XIII (continued)

A COMPLETE ,TABLE OF THE DATA FOR THE BOYS

A+ A B C D

135 136 137 118 138 125 117 109
135 122 133 117 133 124 115 109

13 133 121 130 113 129 124 113 99
133 114 127 113 126 121 III .
130 III 122 125 119 III
163 135 124 140 135 122 III 140 119 115 103 129 99 138
144 133 118 139 133 117 110 138 119 112 102 115

12 138 126 101 139 128 117 110 136 118 112 101 113
135 126 136 128 113 107 131 118 III 88 107
135 126 136 126 113 101 131 115 105 84 107

88

134 117 147 129 116 108 140 118 110
133 107 147 122 116 101 129 118 110

11 133 145 122 114 101 122 117 107
128 144 118 114 98 120 112 102
128 138 118 113 120 111
118 134 116 113 118 110
135 147 124 145 126 III 104 130 103
126 131 124 138 126 110 104 130 93

10 123 131 122 132 122 110 84 115 86
123 128 113 131 120 109 84 115 86
118 126 109 128 120 107 105
116 126 106 127 114 107 105

II ".. .,,-I_t'ritn t'blo.""" , '=-~. - -'-----,-- ---- -- $-= . ',...
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TABLE XIrr ( cont inued)

A COMPLETE TABLE OF THE DATA FOR THE BOYS

A+ :A. B C D

147118 147 118 136 122 118 112 147 105 117134 107 145 116 134 122 118 108 140 93
121 131 133 121 116 102 136 . \9 121 129 133 121 114 100 124121 129 129 121 114 97 118
118 128 128 120 114 97 116118 119 125 119 113 113
131 136 122 147 128 117 103 147 122 112 99 122131 132 118 145 122 115 100 145 118 III 98III 129 115 140 122 114 100 132 114 III 988 128 115 137 121 114 94 129 114 104 97128 129 118 112 129 114 104 94126 129 118 III 128 114 103

123 128 118 106 128 113 103
128 117 106 122 113 100

147 145 145 126 104 145 121 110 107 142147 129 142 123 100 142 118 110 104 125134 III 138 118 130 115 108 104 1187 134 108 133 III 130 114 108 104 107120 103 133 107 127 114 107 78 97I 120 98 130 104 126 112 107 78I 103 130 104 123 III 107
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TABLE XIII (continued)

A COMPLETE TABLE OF THE DATA FOR THE BOYS

At- A B C D

~07 155 114 155 118 106 145 125 110 105 121
133 III 133 118 102 134 118 110 104 118
130 110 129 116 100 134 118 108 102 114

6 125 122 114 100 133 116 108 99 113
125 122 114 100 133 116 108 98 104
123 121 113 100 133 115 107 95 98
119 118 III 99 133 114 107 92 84
116 118 107 90 130 113 107 92

III 134 138 122 88 133 114 106 101 121
125 134 119 88 133 III 104 101 107

5
123 133 119 84 126 110 102 100 104
114 126 III 126 107 102 100 104

126 107 123 107 102 90 92
125 104 121 107 102 88
125 102 115 106 101 88
133 124 107 133 119 106 97 119

4 133 124 106 123 III 104 97 115
126 119 106 123 107 103 88 115
126 III 106 123 107 103 72 100

104 72 109

3
103 104
103· 104
103 103
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TABLE XIII (continued)

A COMPLETE TABLE OF THE DATA FOR THE BOYS

A+ A B C D

2 121 121
.

III
93 93 .

1 99

0 99

Note: The letters at the head of the columns stand for the marks made in
physics, the figures on the left for the points earned in mathematics, and the
number of cases is recorded in terms of I. Q.'s.
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TABLE XIV

A COlV1PLETE TABLE OF THE DATA FOR THE GIRLS

VI
a:>

A+ A B C D,

28 128
.

27

26

25

24 129 128 139 129

23

22

21 124 124

20 139

19 113

18 116 128

17 140 113111 111 118 118
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TABLE IV (continued)

A COMPLETE TABLE OF THE DATA FOR THE GIRLS

A+ A B C D, ,

16 175 127 142 142 127 149 122 98 122
157 139 139 118 113 157

15 139 113 128 118 .
14 138 138 116 98 98 100 140 140

142 140 139 136 134 III
13', 136 105 III 105

175 142 128 110 147 125 113 100 134 122 105
12 147 142 125 134 122 110 123 119 103

128 119 105 122 113
172 172 119 145 125 107 115

11 140 140 103 145 115 102
125 134 107 102

183 164 106 un 115 111 134 131 110 106 106
10 183 164 115 112 106 134 112 110

149 149 131 131 107 119 114 92
9 149 119 107 114 102

1.4U 14U .lU'd 146 124 113 110 136 104
8 119 140 102 133 124 111 110 109

109 110 133 113 110 109 104

()1
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TABLE XIV (continued)

A CO~~LETE TABLE OF THE DATA FOR THE GIRLS

A.,. A B C , D

128 128 126 105 105
7 126 108 94

115 118 101
6 144 118 95 144 115 101

.l~o .l~o 115 .l~o .l.l4 .loo .lOo
5 104 126 114 104

115 110 104 ~.l ~.l

4 110 95 104 91
117 115 107 109

3 117 115 107 109

2

1

0

Note: The letters at the head of the columns stand for the marks made in
physics, the figures on the left for the points earned in mathematics, and the
number of cases is recorded in terms of I. Q.'s.
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TABLE XV

PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS, INTELLIGENCE, AND ENGLISH
SCORES FOR EIGHTY BOYS AND

TVillNTY GIRLS

Physics Mathemat ic s Intelligence English

5 19 145 55 18 145 35 14 145 5
5 17 140 5
5 16 133 55 8 131 55 23 12g 3
5 26 126 55 10 123 4
5 16 120 5
5 18 118 3
5 11 118 4
5 g 118 3
5 20 115 4
5 g 107 3
4.5 11 140 4
4.5 24 13g 5
4.5 12 128 4
4.5 18 122 4
4.5 14 115 4
4.5 7 III 3
4 12 145 3
4 g 12g 4
4 15 127 4
4 21 124 5
4 21 117 4
4 11 116 3
4 19 113 44 17 107 43.5 6 155 53.5 16 14g 5
3.5 8 140 4
3.5 17 136 33.5 12 136 43.5 12 131 4.; t . 3.5 10 131 4• 3.5 18 128 4

II 3.5 12 122 33.5 15 120 4
I



TABLE XV (continued)

PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS, INTELLIGENCE, AND ENGLISH
SCORES FOR EIGHTY BOYS AND

TV1ENTY GIRLS

Physics Mathematics Intelligence English

3.5 11 118 3
3.5 9 118 3
3.5 6 111 3
3.5 11 103 3
3.5 19 101 3
3 10 134 3
3 20 132 5
3 8 132 3
3 6 130 2
3 10 126 4
3 5 126 2
3 13 134 2
3 9 121 3
3 5 119 3
3 11 118 3
3 8 117 2
3 13 111 2
3 10 111 3
3 6 110 3
3 7 104 2
3 5 104 3
3 14 102 3
3 6 90 2
2.5 8 147 3
2.5 8 145 3
2.5 5 133 3
2.5 5 133 2
2.5 9 125 2
2.5 3 120 3
2.5 6 115 3
2.5 6 113 2
2.5 5 III 2
2.5 7 108 4
2.5 7 107 2
2.5 5 107 3
2.5 4 107 3
2.5 5 104 2
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Til13LE xv (continued)

PHYSICS, Y~THEM1\TICS, INTELLIGENCE, Jilin ENGLISH
SCORES FOR EIGHTY BOYS AND

TNENTY GIRLS

Physics Mathematics Intelligence English

2.5 6 95 3
2.5 5 88 2
2.5 10 84 2
2 8 122 3
2 14 140 3
2 12 130 3
2 9 128 3
2 10 119 3
2 6 115 2
2 8 114 2
2 6 107 2
2 5 106 2
2 7 105 2
2 6 104 3
2 4 104 3
2 4 103 3
2 7 94 3
2 7 78 2
1.5 7 118 2
1.5 3 103 2
1.3 6 92 2
1 8 115 2
1 6 98 2
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TABLE XVI

PHYSICS, 1JIATHEMATICS, AND INTELLIGENCE SCORES
FOR ONE HUNDRED GIRLS

Physics, Mathematics Intelligence

5 15 140
5 14 175
5 10 183
5 16 116
5 26 128
5 10 164
5 14 138
4.5 5 135
4.5 14 139
4.5 15 139
4.5 9 149
4.5 12 110
4.5 12 147
4.5 11 172
4.5 12 125
4.5 15 113
4.5 16 127
4.5 10 106
4.5 8 140
4.5 8 109
4.5 24 129
4.5 16 142
4.5 12 128
4 13 III
4 15 118
4 13 136
4 10 115
4 17 III
4 15 98
4 22 139
4 11 140
4 15 157
4 18 113
4 21 124
3.5 9 131

. i . 3.5 11 126
3.5 12 134\ 'r'!'

3.5 10 112
3.5 9 111
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TABLE XVI ( continued); .~: ,)

I

j
PHYSICS, MATHEWJ.ATICS, AND INTELLIGENCE SCORES

FOR ONE HUNDRED GIRLS

I Physics Mathem.atics Intelligence1
1

I 3.5 7 128i 3.5 13 105i
I 3.5 8 110!

3.5 9 102
3.5 12 113
3.5 12 105
3.5 12 149
3.5 8 140
3.5 11 103
3.5 10 131
3.5 13 100
3.5 12 123
3 5 115
3 13 112
3 8 110
3 15 142
3 9 107
3 8 124
3 11 107
3 12 122
3 5 95
3 6 144
3 12 134
3 4 110
3 7 126
3 14 121
3 7 118
3 8 133
3 8 113
3 10 110
3 10 139
3 10 126
2.5 6 115
2.5 5 104
2.5 7 108
2.5 3 117
2.5 10 132
2.5 9 119



TABLE XVI (continued)

PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS, AND INTELLIGENCE SCORES
FOR ONE }~rDRED GIRLS

Physics Mathematics Intelligence

2.5 16 122
2.5 10 102
2.5 17 118
2.5 6 118
2.5 10 106
2.5 11 115

'I 2.5 8 10911

11 2 14 140
11 2 7 94
H 2 5 104.n

~} 2 4 104

1
2 3 107
2 6 101
2 3 112
2 9 114
2 9 92
2 5 126
2 8 136
2 9 134
2 4 104
2 5 106
2 4 94
1 3 109
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TABLE XVII

PHYSICS, M.A.THEMATICS, AND INTELLIm~NCE SCORES
FOR ONE IWNDRED BOYS

Physics Mathematics Intelligence

j
5 14 163

,j 5 14 111
5 20 149,

I 5 12 135
:! 5 28 144,1

5 8 147tj
! 5 17 138
11 5 7 120;j 5 12 135d

I 5 18 138
1. 5 16 142
II 5 15 III
'I 5 20 125fj

5 14 112l't
5 11 133
4.5 18 135
4.5 18 109
4.5 22 125
4.5 15 114
4.5 22 125
4.5 11 134
4.5 16 115
4.5 14 125
4 21 145
4 16 121
4 22 117
4 12 117
4 15 109
4 12 113
4 17 97
4 8 130
4 14 145
4 12 139
4 14 110
4 9 98
4 14 135

!{:
4 11 117

.4 11 114
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TABLE XVII (continued)

P}IYSICS, ~lliTHE1U~TICS, _~rD INTELLIGENCE SCORES
FOR ONE HUNDRED BOYS

Physics :Mathematics Intelligence

i 3.5 10 129
i 3.5 11 137I 3.5 8 136! 3.5 9 113,

!
3.5 10 109
3.5 12 88

r 3.5 14 .118
3.5 17 133

·1 3.5 8 128:j 3.5 16 126.\

:j 3.5 17 115
fJ 3.5 10 131
II 3.5 5 134\1 3 15 104,(Iv
, 3 11 147
'~ 3 11 136

3 11 138
3 7 133
3 4 124
3 9 118
3 11 110
3 11 145
3 18 147
3 6 118
3 9 133
3 4 82
3 12 131
3 7 130

" 3 15 107
3 8 100
3 10 110
2.5 14 119
2.5 8 122
2.5 7 114
2.5 17 105
2.5 12 115
2.5 4 119
2.5 6 102
2.5 10 122

08
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TABLE XVII (continued)

PHYSICS, MATHEW..ATICS, .AND INTELLIGENCE SCORES
FOR ONE HUNDRED BOYS

Physics Mathematics Intelligence

2.5 6 104
2.5 14 102
2.5 4 III
2.5 8 103
2.5 8 93
2.5 4 88
2.5 13 115
2.5 10 127
2.5 8 128
2 5 103
2 10 115
2 4 107
2 5 107
2 7 114
2 7 118
2 7 110
2 5 102
2 4 103
2 5 126
2 4 107
1 13 138
1 3 109
1 4 100
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